
 

 

NELSON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Meeting Agenda 
June 22nd, 2022 

 
General District Courtroom, 3rd Floor, Nelson County Courthouse, Lovingston 

 
− 7:00 – Meeting Convenes / Call to Order 
 
− Review of Meeting Minutes: May 25th, 2022 
 
− Public Hearings 
 

1. Special Use Permit #657 – Conference Center 
Consideration of a Special Use Permit application requesting County approval to allow a conference center 
use on property zoned A-1 Agriculture at Lovingston Winery. The subject property is located at Tax Map 
Parcels #67-A-54 & 55 at 885 Freshwater Cove Lane in Lovingston. The subject property is 7.478 and 48.285 
acres respectively and owned by William T. III & Shelley A. Riley.       

2. Rezoning #658 – R-1 Residential to B-1 Business 
Consideration of a Rezoning application requesting County approval to rezone property from R-1 Residential 
to B-1 Business for an office use. The subject property is located at Tax Map Parcel #77-A-120A at 12 Variety 
Mills Road in Arrington. The subject property is 2.065 acres and owned by Virginia Purvis, Doris Stintson, & 
Martha Marrs.     

3. Special Use Permit #659 – Campground (One Site) 
Consideration of a Special Use Permit application requesting County approval to allow a campground use for 
one tent site on property zoned A-1 Agriculture. The subject property is located at Tax Map Parcel #17-A-16 
at 2975 North Fork Road in Montebello. The subject property is 2.945 acres and owned by Charlotte H. & 
Scott Fluharty.       
 

− Other Business  
 

1. Proposed Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance Updates 
 
− Board of Supervisors Report 
 
− Next Regularly Scheduled Meeting: July 27th, 2022 

 
 
 
 

(Over) 
 
 



 

 
 

 

NOTICE: In alignment with current COVID-19 guidelines, and to guard the health and safety of all meeting attendees, 
physical distancing and the wearing of face masks will be required for unvaccinated individuals in the courtroom. If 
you do not have a mask, one will be provided for you. Should current guidance change prior to the date of the 
meeting, the guidelines in place at the time will be adhered to.  

If you are not able to attend the meeting due to COVID-19 precautions or restrictions, comments may be submitted 
(1) electronically, or (2) in writing, and will be accepted until 12:00 pm on June 22nd, 2022.  

(1) Electronically: ehjulstrom@nelsoncounty.org or dbishop@nelsoncounty.org  
(2) In Writing: Dept. of Planning & Zoning, P.O. Box 558, Lovingston, VA 22949 
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Nelson County Planning Commission 
Meeting Minutes 
May 25th, 2022 

 
Present:  Chair Mary Kathryn Allen and Commissioners Chuck Amante, Mike Harman, Mary Kathryn 
Allen, Phil Proulx, Jesse Rutherford and Robin Hauschner 

Staff Present: Dylan Bishop, Director and Emily Hjulstrom, Planner/Secretary 

Call to Order:  Chair Allen called the meeting to order at 7:00 P. M. in the General District Courtroom, 
County Courthouse, Lovingston.  

Review of the minutes April 27th, 2022  

 

Mr. Rutherford made a motion to approve the April 27th minutes. Mr. Harman seconded the motion.  

 

Yes: 

Charles Amante 

Mike Harman 

Phil Proulx 

Jesse Rutherford 

Robin Hauschner 

Mary Kathryn Allen 

 

 

Public Hearings 

SUP #633 – Outdoor Entertainment Venue 

Ms. Bishop presented the following information:  
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Ms. Bishop added that based on the limited capacity of 150 attendents, a traffic study would not be 
required by VDOT. Ms. Bishop noted that they will not be providing food to guests or planning to have 
ticketed events. She added that any outdoor events would be planned by guests of The Addy and 
subject to any County requirements. She noted that they plan to do whole house rentals and book by 
the room when they can’t rent the whole house. She added that weddings might have music but will be 
constrained by County regulation. She explained that they are planning on using existing surface parking 
and that tents for events would depend on guest preference.  

Chris Kabbash of 1017 E. Market St in Charlottesville is the applicant. He explained that they are working 
on bringing the Inn back to what it once was. He explained that they are foregoing food service because 
the property is not set up for it. He added that they are not adding any rooms/square footage to the 
building. He explained that current renovations are for maintenance of the existing building.  

Ms. Proulx asked why the applicant included Category 2 TEPs on the application. Mr. Kabbash explained 
that they don’t have a plan to have any events that they host. Ms. Bishop explained that the defintion of 
an Outdoor Entertainment Venue (which includes Category 2 TEPS) was copy/pasted into the application 
and that a condition could be added to limit the number of attendees.  

Ms. Bishop then read the definition for Outdoor Entertainment Venue from the Zoning Ordinance:  

Outdoor Entertainment Venue: The non-temporary use of any land, including the erection or 
use of non-temporary structure(s) or the installation of non-temporary infrastructure, for 
the hosting and operation of Category 1 and Category 2 Temporary Events, Exempt Events, 
or other entertainment activities for cultural, artistic, social, or recreational purposes. 

Mr. Hauschner asked if the applicant had any plans to bus people to the events or otherwise limit the 
amount of vehicles parking onsite. Mr. Kabbash explained that they haven’t explored that yet but that 
they have a connection with a bus service and that they plan to outsource most services. He added that 
they have a limited amount of parking and that 150 people at an event would be a stretch. Mr. 
Hauschner asked what the parking capacity was. Mr. Kabbash explained that there are three areas for 
parking but that he does not know the exact number of spaces. Mr. Rutherford asked if Mark Addy Inn 
has historically had weddings. Mr. Kabbash explained that the previous owner had had 8-10 weddings 
per year and the most that she had done in a year was 24. Mr. Rutherford asked how she was able to 
have these events. Ms. Bishop explained that she did not receive permits to have those events.  

 

Chair Allen opened the public hearing at 7:15 PM.  

Keith Comer lives at 64 Sky Cliff. He is concerned that the applicant stated that they will not manage the 
events themselves. He asked what the management structure would be when there is an event in 
progress. He asked who would shut the event down when it got late or too loud and who would manage 
parking. He noted that they would create a muddy eye sore without management for parking. He added 
that this Special Use Permit would increase the value of that property but questioned what it effect it 
would have on the community. He added that they could have music blaring until 11 on a Wednesday 
night and that it could become an irritation. 
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Dave Landry lives at 21 Black Walnut. He explained that he didn’t want to object to the idea of wedding 
events. He noted that this property is at an intersection that was identified in the Route 151 Study from 
VDOT as having trouble with site distance. He added that the Rockfish Valley Area Plan called out the 
accident rate of Rockfish Valley and that that particular intersection is in an area where about 7-15% of 
the accidents in Rockfish Valley occur. He explained that at the end of an event 75 cars could be leaving 
at one time and trying to make the turn at the same time. He suggested that they should have off duty 
officers direct traffic in the case of larger events. He explained that the request is reasonable but that 
there should be limitations on how many people can enter and exit safely.  

 

Craig Cooper lives at 422 Rhodes Valley Dr. He explained that he has lived there for 20 years. He noted 
that he read the application and that it called for Category 1 and 2 Temporary Events but that staff’s 
comments at the meeting have helped clarify things. He asked that the Planning Commission get specific 
proffers from the owner in writing. He explained that the intersection is very dangerous and 
recommended improvements to Route 151 to make that area safer by adding turn lanes. He suggested 
that they limit the attendance to 150 people until improvements to Route 151 have been made. He 
explained that the area is residential and that they enjoy the quiet and dark skies. He explained that 
noise carries in that area and that he has been able to hear music from Mark Addy in the past.  

In addition, Mr. Cooper submitted the following information:   
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Jessie Dean lives in the Rhodes Farm area. She explained that she is concerned with traffic and noise. 
She added that she is confused about the request for an Outdoor Entertainment Venue because it 
doesn’t seem to be in sync with what the applicant described. She asked if the limit of 150 guests would 
be for the total amount of guests or the amount present at one time.  

In addition, Ms. Dean submitted the following information: 
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Chair Allen closed the public hearing at 7:28 PM.  
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Mr. Amante asked what the limitations were for amplified music.  

Ms. Bishop explained that it depended on the day and read the following from the Temporary Event 
Ordinance: 

Amplified sound is not permitted after 11:00 p.m. on any Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, or 
Wednesday night; nor after 11:59 p.m. on any Thursday night; nor after 1:00 a.m. on any 
Saturday or Sunday morning. 

Chair Allen asked how many rooms the Inn had. Mr. Kabbash noted that it has 11 rooms. Chair Allen 
asked if would be possible for a wedding of 150 guests to book the venue but only half of the rooms in 
the Inn. Mr. Kabbash explained that if there were to be a wedding they would be renting the whole Inn. 
He noted that there is a house on site where two people live full time and that they would be there to 
enforce any regulations in addition to events having their own wedding/event coordinator. He explained 
that they would have a contract with the time limit. Mr. Harman asked if they were willing to limit the 
hours. Mr. Kabbash explained that they would and that they would not be having ticketed events or all 
day music events.  

Mr. Rutherford noted that Nellysford is zoned strangely. He added that there is A-1, B-1, SE-1 and R-1 
zoning in the area. He explained that he could have Social Temporary Events on an adjacent A-1 parcel 
by-right. He explained that growing up he has known the propery to have several events and that the 
Mark Addy is a compliment to the area. He noted that he has not had many complaints on a Board of 
Supervisor level of events going over the County decibel limit.  

Ms. Proulx noted that the inclusion of Category 2 TEPs bothers her due to other factors like the limit on 
how many days an event can go on. Ms. Bishop explained that Category 2 TEPs are contingent on the 
amount of people but that they could add a condition to remove Category 2 TEPs. Ms. Proulx noted that 
she would be more comfortable with a condition to remove Category 2 TEPs.  

Ms. Bishop noted that the weddings would fall under Social Temporary Events and that limiting the 
property to only Category 1 TEPs would prevent them from being able to host weddings. Ms. Bishop 
explained that this Special Use is the only option that covers what the applicant is planning to do. Mr. 
Rutherford noted that limiting it to 150 people would prevent Category 2 TEPs. Ms. Bishop explained 
that by definition, a Category 2 TEP has more than 500 people.  

Mr. Hauschner noted that having an event on the other side of Route 151 would be a different traffic 
situation due to everyone making a right hand turn. He added that although events have been held 
historically, traffic is now worse than it has been in the past. He noted that any additional traffic at that 
intersection is unfavorable. Mr. Amante noted that they can require a traffic management plan for 
events of a certain size. 

Ms. Proulx noted that the intersection is awful and that she avoids it when she travels to the area. Chair 
Allen added that if they stop traffic for events it could back up to the intersection at Routes 151 and 6, 
she added that signage could help mitigate this.  
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Mr. Rutherford asked what language could be used for a condition to require a traffic management plan. 
Ms. Bishop asked who would approve the plan. Chair Allen noted that requiring it for each event would 
put it on individual event coordinantors to get a plan approved. She explained that the applicant could 
submit for traffic management plan for the property that could be approved initially and would cover 
each event. Ms. Bishop explained that an off duty deputy to control traffic could be required in their 
contract. Ms. Bishop added that VDOT is who approves traffic plans for individual events. Ms. Hjulstrom 
recommended that they add a condition that VDOT and the Sheriff’s Department review each event of 
over 100 people to determine if traffic mitigation is required.  

Mr. Rutherford noted that he can see requiring notifying VDOT and the Sheriff’s Department but not 
requiring them to get events approved individually. Mr. Rutherford added that the applicant could host 
these events on an A-1 parcel across the road by right and not have to have a traffic management plan. 
Ms. Bishop noted that she did not believe it would be unreasonable to recommend a condition that a 
traffic plan be approved by VDOT. She added that this can be approved once and reapproved if anything 
changes. Mr. Kabbash added that they only have one entrance to use and that there would only need to 
be one traffic plan. Ms. Proulx noted that the amount of vehicles would be lower than what VDOT would 
regulate. Ms. Proulx added that they have already reviewed the request and are not requiring a traffic 
management plan. Mr. Amante noted that requiring a traffic plan for review would require VDOT to 
either approve it or not. Ms. Bishop noted that they could request traffic signage during events.  

Mr. Harman noted that the amplified noise is a concern and that he would like to see a condition of 8 
PM on weekday nights and 10 PM on weekend nights.  

Mr. Amante noted that this would be the second Special Use Permit on this piece of property. He asked 
if the first Special Use Permit was still in effect. Ms. Bishop confirmed that it was. Mr. Amante asked if 
Special Use Permits expired in the same way that nonconforming uses did. Ms. Bishop noted that if you 
cease a use for a period of 2 years or more than the Special Use Permit expires.  

Mr. Rutherford asked how many Social Temporary Events would be allowed by right per year in A-1. Ms. 
Bishop noted that it was 12.  

Mr. Amante explained that he does not think any of the wedding venues he has seen in the past few 
years have been constructed. Chair Allen explained that it could be due to covid construction delays and 
that this property would not have the same problem because they are not constructing anything new. 
Mr. Amante asked if they needed a hot kitchen for a Bed and Breakfast. Ms. Bishop noted that it would 
not be required. Ms. Proulx noted that she is uncomfortable with it being in a residential area.  

Mr. Hauschner explained that an earlier cut off time could make traffic worse due to people leaving 
during peak traffic hours. He added that the more events per year, the more risk of an accident 
happening at that intersection.  

Ms. Proulx explained that there are some houses that are very close to the Inn.  

Ms. Allen asked how many events the applicant planned to have a year. Mr. Kabbash explained that he 
did not know but that they are hoping to rent out the entire Inn more than room by room.  

Mr. Hauschner noted that another entrance could be put in to limit the strain on that intersection but 
that it would be an imposition.   
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Chair Allen asked if postponing their decision a month would allow for more information to be acquired. 
Mr. Rutherford questioned if having a representative from VDOT attend a meeting would change 
anything when they have already reviewed the plan. He noted that Route 151 needs major 
improvement and that they have begged VDOT to look at some of those areas.  

 

Mr. Hauschner made a motion to recommend approval of SUP 633 for an Outdoor Entertainment 
Venue with the following conditions:  

1. The maximum number of attendees at any event shall not exceed 150.  
2. There shall be no amplified sound after 8 PM on Sunday through Thursday evenings and after 10 

PM on Friday and Saturday evenings.   
3. Lighting shall be directional and glare shielded to prevent light pollution onto 

neighboring properties, roadways, and the dark night sky. 
4. A traffic signage plan shall be submitted 
5. The existing tree buffer shall be maintained 

 
Mr. Amante seconded the motion.  

 

Yes: 

Charles Amante 

Mike Harman 

Jesse Rutherford 

Mary Kathryn Allen 

 

No:  

Robin Hauschner 

Phil Proulx 

 

 

Board of Supervisors Report: 

Mr. Rutherford noted that the Kickoff Meeting for the Comprehensive Plan would be May 31st. He added 
that the Regional Housing Partnership will be having a conference that he encourages participation in. 
He noted that SUP #520 for a Mobile Home Park was referred back to the Planning Commission. Ms. 
Bishop added that the applicant has scheduling conflicts and that he will be bringing the request back to 
the Planning Commission later in the year.  
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Ms. Proulx made a motion to continue the meeting to Tuesday May 31, 2022 at 6:00 PM. Chair Allen 
seconded the motion.  

Yes:  

Mark Stapleton  

Charles Amante  

Mike Harman 

Phil Proulx 

Mary Kathryn Allen 

Robin Hauschner 

The meeting adjourned at 8:15 PM 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Emily Hjulstrom 

Planner/Secretary, Planning & Zoning 

 

 

 



 

 
 

To: Planning Commission 
 

Dylan M. Bishop, Director of Planning & Zoning DMB 
 

June 22, 2022 
 

SUP #657 – Conference Center – Lovingston Winery – 885 Freshwater Cove Lane 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

 

BACKGROUND: This is a request for a special use permit for a conference center use on property 
zoned A-1 Agriculture. 

 
Public Hearings Scheduled: P/C – May 22; Board – July 12 (tentative)  

Location / Election District: 885 Freshwater Cove Lane / West District  

Tax Map Number(s) / Total acreage: 67-A-54 & 55 / 55.763 acres +/- total 

Applicant/Owner Contact Information: William T. III & Shelley A. Riley, 885 Freshwater Cove Lane, 
Lovingston, VA 22949, (347) 344-7535 / (816) 651-1534,  bill@lovingstonwinery.com / 
shelley@lovingstonwinery.com 

 
Comments: This property is currently home to Lovingston Winery, a permitted farm winery that has been 
in operation since 2006. The current owners are proposing to construct a 2,048 square foot barn to be 
utilized primarily for wine storage and on-site wine sales. The secondary use requested is an event space 
for private groups including weddings and corporate meetings. Because the structure is proposed to be 
utilized for events, a Special Use Permit is required. A conference center is defined in the Zoning 
Ordinance as, “a facility for hosting public and-or private events, including but not limited to, weddings, 
receptions, social events or parties, workshops, and/or conferences, which is used as a venue for social 
cultural, recreational, and/or educational activities. Conference centers may include lodging 
accommodations.” Although there is no lodging located within the proposed structure, there is lodging 
available elsewhere on the property. 
 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
Land Use / Floodplain: This property is zoned A-1 Agriculture and there are no floodplains. Surrounding 
zoning is A-1 Agriculture. 
 
Access / Traffic / Parking: Comments from VDOT indicate that the current access will need to be 
upgraded to satisfy the requirements of a Moderate Volume Commercial Entrance under a VDOT Land 
Use Permit. 
 

Nelson County 
Planning Commission 



Utilities: Comments from the Health Department will be provided at the meeting. 
 
Erosion & Sediment Control: Should total land disturbance for the project exceed 10,000 square feet, 
and Erosion & Sediment Control Plan would be required. 
 
Comprehensive Plan: This property is located in an area designated rural and farming in the 
Comprehensive Plan, which “would promote agricultural uses and compatible open space uses but 
discourage large scale residential development and commercial development that would conflict with 
agricultural uses. The Rural and Farming District would permit small scale industrial and service uses 
that complement agriculture.” 

 
 
Attachments: 
Application 
Plat 
Site Plan 
Zoning 
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6/9/22, 1:41 PM Mail - Dylan Bishop - Outlook

https://outlook.office365.com/mail/inbox/id/AAQkADM1MzU0ZDI5LTU5OGItNDIzMy04MDc5LTQ4NDdiNjQyZjk3OAAQAJtmWD0DIzlEsM1bb3ROa2Q… 1/1

SUP 657

Elizabeth Fortune <bfortunate45@gmail.com>
Wed 6/8/2022 6:40 PM
To: Dylan Bishop <dbishop@nelsoncounty.org>

IRONSCALES couldn't recognize this email as this is the first time you received an email from this sender
bfortunate45 @ gmail.com

We have absolutely no objection to this permit and wish them the best with this endeavor. 



 

 
 

To: Planning Commission 
 

Dylan M. Bishop, Director of Planning & Zoning DMB 
 

June 22, 2022 
 

REZ #658 – R-1 to B-1 – Hunter Woodson – 12 Variety Mills Road 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

 

BACKGROUND: This is a request to rezone property from R-1 Residential to B-1 Business to bring the 
existing nonconforming store use into compliance, and for a proposed office use for storage and 
“Santa’s Workshop.” 

 
Public Hearings Scheduled: P/C – May 22; Board – July 12 (tentative)  

Location / Election District: 12 Variety Mills Road / South District  

Tax Map Number(s) / Total acreage: 77-A-120A / 2.065 acres +/- total 

Applicant Contact Information: Hunter Lee Woodson, 1931 Variety Mills Road, Arrington, VA 22922, 
(434) 907-4970, hunterissanta16@icloud.com 
 
Owner Contact Information: Virginia Purvis, 1931 Variety Mills Road, Arrington, VA 22922 / Martha 
Marrs, P.O. Box 111, Lovingston, VA 22949, (434) 263-4261 / Doris Stintson, 5212 Meadow Creek 
Road, Wingina, VA 24599, (434) 260-4855 

 
Comments: There is an existing convenience store at this property that has been open since long before 
the Zoning Ordinance was established. The applicant is requesting to rezone this property from R-1 
Residential to B-1 Business. This would bring the existing nonconforming use and structure into current 
compliance, and allow the applicant to use a proposed structure as office space and for Santa’s 
Workshop. There were no proffers submitted with this request. 
 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
Land Use / Floodplain: This property is zoned R-1 Residential and there are no floodplains. Surrounding 
zoning is R-1 Residential and A-1 Agriculture, with some M-1 Industrial in the area as well. Uses in the 
vicinity are commercial, residential, and agricultural. 
 
Access / Traffic / Parking: Comments from VDOT will be provided at the meeting. 
 
Utilities: Comments from the Health Department will be provided at the meeting. 

 

Nelson County 
Planning Commission 



Comprehensive Plan: This property is located in an area designated Secondary Light Industrial. The Light 
Industrial development model combines both industrial uses and an activity center of residences, shops, 
and amenities that support the nearby industries, all within a walkable, clearly defined area. 
 
The activity center offers uses in support of industry. Single family and multifamily residences provide a 
diversity of affordable housing types. Commercial uses include convenience stores, restaurants, a 
neighborhood scale grocery store, drugstores, banks, and hardware stores. The commercial 
establishments serve not only the employees of the industries, but the truck drivers who are needed to 
support the industries and the families who reside in the activity center. Appropriate civic uses include 
parks, churches, recreation fields, and, over time, a school or branch library. 

 
 
Attachments: 
Application 
Plat 
Zoning 
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To: Planning Commission 
 

Dylan M. Bishop, Director of Planning & Zoning DMB 
 

June 22, 2022 
 

SUP #659 – Campground (One Site) – Fluharty – 2975 North Fork Road 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

 

BACKGROUND: This is a request for a special use permit for a campground use for one tent site on 
property zoned A-1 Agriculture. 

 
Public Hearings Scheduled: P/C – May 22; Board – July 12 (tentative)  

Location / Election District: 2975 North Fork Road / West District  

Tax Map Number(s) / Total acreage: 17-A-16 / 2.945 acres +/- total 

Applicant/Owner Contact Information: Charlotte Hudson & Scott Fluharty, 225 Turkey Mountain 
Road, Amherst, VA 24521, (434) 420-2374, cfluharty@kw.com 

 
Comments: This property currently contains a single family dwelling that the owners utilize as a weekend 
home for recreational activities. The owners are requesting to construct a 192 square foot platform to 
place a 120 square foot canvas tent to be utilized as a short term rental. 

 
DISCUSSION: 
 
Land Use / Floodplain: This property is zoned A-1 Agriculture and there is Approximated Floodplain (Zone 
A) located on this property. Surrounding zoning is A-1 Agriculture. 
 
Access / Traffic / Parking: Comments from VDOT will be provided at the meeting. 
 
Utilities: Comments from the Health Department will be provided at the meeting. 

 
Comprehensive Plan: This property is located in an area designated rural and farming in the 
Comprehensive Plan, which “would promote agricultural uses and compatible open space uses but 
discourage large scale residential development and commercial development that would conflict with 
agricultural uses. The Rural and Farming District would permit small scale industrial and service uses 
that complement agriculture.” 

 
 
 
 

Nelson County 
Planning Commission 



Should Planning Commission recommend approval of this application to the Board of Supervisors, staff 
recommends the following condition: 
 
1. Only one tent site is permitted. 

 
Attachments: 
Application 
Plat 
Zoning 
Floodplain 
 
 

 







cfluharty@kw.com
Freehand Tools

cfluharty@kw.com
Free text
Somewhere within the red circle is where we anticipate putting the tent. We have not marked off the best location according to setbacks. There is already electric service installed by previous owner so we will either run electicitty to the tent  or use solar power. We plan to put a composting toilet and shower in as well.

cfluharty@kw.com
Free text
Insert text here

cfluharty@kw.com
Free text
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